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## INTRODUCTION

### Hyperglycemia and HbA1c

Diabetes is a condition defined by elevations in glucose. Historically, glucose measured in the fasting state or glucose measured two hours after a carbohydrate challenge (oral glucose tolerance test) have been the standard measures used to diagnose diabetes. Apart from this, the researchers also reported various other shortcomings of measurement of blood glycemic value by HbA1c. A1C is a poor indicator of what occurs in the postprandial state. A1C captures only chronic hyperglycemia. Developed societies in which diabetes diagnosis is made with A1C and less developed societies (between and within countries) in which diabetes diagnosis is made with plasma glucose: such a division should be avoided. It would add to the inequities in health and health care. The objective of this article is to elaborate the uses of some nontraditional markers of hyperglycemia like 1. Fructosamine 2. Glycated albumin 3. 1,5-anhydroglucitol 4. Continuous glucose monitoring to be taken into consideration for estimation of blood glucose level as an alternative for HbA1c level determination.

### Limitations of HbA1c:

The blood glycemic value is well affected by alterations in red cell turnover; some methods for measurement can give inaccurate results in the presence of certain hemoglobin variants.\textsuperscript{8–10} Apart from this, the researchers also reported various other shortcomings of measurement of blood glycemic value by HbA1c.\textsuperscript{11}

### Diabetes is clinically defined by high blood glucose and not by glycation of proteins

Diabetes is defined as the elevated glucose level into the blood than normal. Higher glycation of protein can be represented...
as the higher A1C results. Which might be contributed to various factors and biochemical abnormality. However, the A1C values are not observed only in increased blood but also how long the delay in an elevated level of A1C matters as well. In many clinical and pathological conditions, such delay has negative consequences. 12

**A1C is a poor marker of important pathophysiological abnormalities featuring diabetes**

A1C is a poor indicator of what occurs in the postprandial state. A1C captures only chronic hyperglycemia, but it will miss acute hyperglycemia. Normal blood glucose levels 2 h after glucose load indicates a good β-cell capacity, whereas high 2-h OGTT glucose levels document an impairment of β-cell function. This means that only 2-h OGTT PG can provide reliable information on the key pathophysiological defect of diabetes, also providing advice regarding the correct therapy to overcome it. 13–15

**A1C has poor sensitivity in diabetes diagnosis and would change the epidemiology of diabetes**

Diabetes diagnosis based on A1C misses a large proportion of asymptomatic early cases of diabetes that can only be identified by the OGTT. According to a recent Chinese study, A1C sensitivity is inferior compared with fasting blood glucose at the population level. Also, people with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), in whom the efficacy of diabetes prevention has been unequivocally proven, cannot be detected by A1C. 16–18

Epidemiological studies carried out in the general population showed that A1C and plasma glucose (FPG and/or 2-h OGTT) identify partially different groups of diabetic subjects. 19–21

2-h Glucose level and IGT are stronger predictors of CVD than A1C. When analyzed jointly, only 2-h PG remains a statistically significant predictor of mortality and CVD. 22

The findings regarding associations of FPG, 2-h PG, and A1C with retinopathy from the Pima Indians in the ADA 1997 report describing diagnostic thresholds of each glycemic parameter were derived by univariate analyses, and the multivariate analysis aiming at identifying the best glycemic parameters for diagnosis. 23

**Fasting is not essential to identify perturbation in glucose metabolism**

Measuring blood glucose in the fasting state in nondiabetic individuals is probably the least efficient way to identify early signs of perturbations in glucose metabolism. 24

Because excessive postprandial glucose excursions are marking the first signs of abnormal glucose regulation and they also seem to best predict the cardiovascular outcome, fasting is not really the central issue.

**Standardization of A1C assay is very poor and standardization of glucose assay is easier to implement** 25,26

Inaccuracies in measurement and poor standardization of A1C assays are still a common problem, even in Western countries. Although a less than perfect standardization also exists for plasma glucose, this assay might be more easily aligned to a standard than A1C.

**A1C assay is unreliable and cannot be used in many subjects**

Abnormal hemoglobin traits are not uncommon in many regions of the world, and they significantly interfere with A1C assay, leading to spurious results. Also, there are several clinical conditions that influence erythrocyte turnover (e.g., malaria, chronic anemia, major blood loss, hemolysis, uremia, pregnancy, smoking, and various infections) that are responsible for misleading A1C data.

**Within-day biological variability of plasma glucose might unveil disturbance of glucose metabolism**

In this regard, A1C, which does not have any substantial biological variability, provides little information on pathophysiological processes leading to type 2 diabetes. The variability in A1C is entirely due to other phenomena, not pathophysiological disturbances. 27,28

**Individual susceptibility to glycation of hemoglobin is not relevant to the diabetes diagnosis**

The HGI was calculated in patients with type 1 diabetes from the DCCT. This parameter is not relevant to the diagnosis of
diabetes in the general population, in which 99% of subjects have A1C levels definitely lower than patients with type 1 diabetes.\textsuperscript{29,30}

Using the same biomarker for diagnosing and monitoring diabetes might not have positive effects only

This approach may be useful, but it also may lead to problems in two ways. First, people who have diabetes (based on their glucose values) will remain undiagnosed and untreated, since they are considered “nondiabetic” according to their A1C. Also, if the intermediate level of A1C (6.00–6.49 or 5.70–6.49\%) was used to predict diabetes, it performed less well than impaired fasting glucose and/or IGT.\textsuperscript{31–33}

Cost of the assay: glucose is unquestionably cheaper than A1C

Whichever way we calculate the assay costs, A1C assay is more expensive than glucose assay, and it will thus remain so despite the speculative claim that the cost of A1C assay will become less expensive when used more extensively.\textsuperscript{34}

In a large part of the world, A1C is not available, and its cost is so high that it is meaningless to even discuss whether it should be given a priority over simple and inexpensive glucose measurements. This step would divide the world into two categories:\textsuperscript{35}

Developed societies in which diabetes diagnosis is made with A1C and less developed societies (between and within countries) in which diabetes diagnosis is made with plasma glucose: such a division should be avoided. It would add to the inequities in health and health care.\textsuperscript{36,37}

NONTRADITIONAL MARKERS OF HYPERGLYCEMIA

1. Fructosamine

Fructosamine is ketamine formed from the binding of fructose to total serum protein, mostly albumin, through glycosylation. The term fructosamine includes all glycated proteins. Fructosamine assays are cheaper and easier to perform than HbA1c assays. Serum fructosamine values reflect mean blood glucose concentrations over the previous two to three weeks, which can be used clinically as markers of recent changes in glycemic control.

When used in combination with other measures, it may play a role in identifying fluctuating glucose levels in DM patients with stable HbA1c. There is a good correlation between HbA1c values and serum fructosamine.\textsuperscript{38–40}

This assay is also associated with limitations like Serum fructosamine values must be adjusted if the serum albumin concentration is abnormal. Falsely low levels in relation to mean blood glucose levels will occur with rapid albumin turnovers, such as in nephrotic syndrome, severe liver disease, or protein-losing enteropathy. The level of fructosamine in young children is lower than that in adults, which is also partly due to their lower serum protein concentration.\textsuperscript{41,42}

2. Glycated albumin

GA is the proportion of the serum GA to the total albumin. GA is similar to serum fructosamine, except that it is not affected by serum albumin levels. The level of GA is approximately three times higher than that of HbA1c. Since the half-life of albumin is shorter than that of RBC, GA reflects a shorter duration, two to three weeks, of glycemic control, than that of HbA1c. GA and fructosamine are strongly associated with HbA1c and fasting glucose.

GA has several advantages for monitoring for glucose control. The first is that it is not influenced by abnormal RBC lifespan or variant hemoglobin. GA is a particularly useful indicator of glycemic control in hematologic disorders, such as in anemia, hemorrhage, renal anemia, pregnancy, liver cirrhosis, and neonatal DM.

Unlike HbA1c, GA is inversely influenced by obesity. GA tends to be lower in obese subjects with a high percentage of body fat mass. In addition, GA levels in infants significantly increase with age. The serum glucose levels of infants are lower than that of adults, and higher albumin metabolism is associated with lower GA levels.\textsuperscript{43,44}

3. 1,5-anhydroglucitol

The 1-deoxy form of glucose known as 1,5-AG is a naturally occurring dietary polyol. During euglycemia, serum 1,5-AG concentrations are maintained at a constant
steady state due to renal tubular reabsorption of all of the serum 1,5-AG. The normal serum concentration of 1,5-AG has been reported to be 12-40 µg/mL. Serum 1,5-AG competes with very high levels of glucose for reabsorption into the kidney.45

4. Continuous glucose monitoring

Although the use of continuous glucose monitoring can accurately evaluate the glycemic variability of within-day and between-day, the current continuous glucose monitoring systems are expensive without national health insurance coverage and are not easily available in clinical practice. Furthermore, they are relatively inaccurate in the lower glucose range and should be used in conjunction with self-monitoring of blood glucose.46,47

Correlations of traditional markers of hyperglycemia with fructosamine, glycated albumin, and 1,5-anhydroglucitol. Fructosamine and glycated albumin are strongly associated with HbA1c and fasting glucose, and all four measures have been shown to be similarly correlated with mean glucose from continuous glucose monitoring over about 5 days in persons with diabetes.31 In settings where HbA1c testing is known to be problematic, fructosamine or glycated albumin may be a useful substitute. A difficulty, however, is that there are no established clinical cut-points and these assays are not standardized across instruments. Conversion equations can help estimate the ranges of fructosamine and glycated albumin test results that are similar to HbA1c targets. Various equations have been developed to convert fructosamine and glycated albumin to an “HbA1c equivalent”. For example, previous reports demonstrated that glycated albumin values in the range of 16% to 22%, and fructosamine levels around 312 µmol/L as reported by one study, are approximately equivalent to an HbA1c value of 7%. 1,5-AG is strongly inversely associated with HbA1c and fasting glucose in persons with diagnosed diabetes, but appropriate clinical targets are unclear. It should be noted that 1,5-AG is poorly correlated with fasting glucose and HbA1c in persons without diagnosed diabetes-the strongest correlations are observed at the highest glucose concentrations. (additionally, cite Selvin in press) This suggests the utility of 1,5-AG may primarily be limited to persons with overtly elevated glucose.48

Since these markers of hyperglycemia are measured on different scales, both clinicians and patients may benefit from being provided with equivalents. However, conversion equations for nontraditional glycemic markers have typically relied on single measurements (which may vary considerably over time, particularly in diabetic patients) and may differ depending on the underlying population from which they are derived, with uncertain generalizability. Furthermore, none of these markers are perfectly correlated, a function of differences in the physiology of each biomarker including the duration of glycemia reflected and other sources of biological and analytical variability. In fact, the discordance across traditional and nontraditional glycemic markers may suggest the complementary nature of these biomarkers. A benefit to the use of multiple measures is that they may each provide a unique insight into different aspects of hyperglycemia and diabetes physiology.49

Clinical utility of nontraditional markers of hyperglycemia

For monitoring of short-term glycemic control

Nontraditional markers of hyperglycemia are not formally incorporated into clinical guidelines in the United States. However, various organizations in multiple countries, including the US, India, Australia and the United Kingdom, have suggested fructosamine as a useful alternative to HbA1c for monitoring glycemic control in persons with conditions that may interfere with the interpretation of the HbA1c test. Glycated albumin is used frequently in China, Japan, and South Korea for monitoring intermediate glycemic control. Several assays have been developed to measure glycated albumin but the assays are not standardized, and therefore not necessarily equivalent. Some early studies raised serious concerns regarding the validity and reliability of fructosamine assays, although
second-generation assays had improved technical performance. Modern automated assays for fructosamine have shown high correlations with glucose and HbA1c, strong prognostic value, and very low CVs (approximately 3% in recent studies).50,51

Whereas HbA1c reflects long-term, 2–3-month glycemic control, fructosamine, and glycated albumin reflect hyperglycemia over the past 2 to 3 weeks. Thus, both have been proposed as useful markers of intermediate glycemic control. In clinical practice, HbA1c is typically measured at minimum every 6 months and more frequently (quarterly) in persons with recent therapy changes who are not meeting treatment goals.52

Fructosamine and glycated albumin may be quite useful to evaluate earlier response to changes in treatment. Glycated albumin has been shown to change faster than HbA1c in response to changes in medication or exercise. Compared to HbA1c, glycated albumin is more strongly correlated with continuous glucose measurements over 1 to 2 days, and may more accurately reflect long-term glycemic variability and glucose excursions.53

1,5-AG is thought to reflect hyperglycemia over the past 2 weeks and is recommended by the manufacturer for use in persons with diabetes and HbA1c <8% to help identify patients with frequent hyperglycemic excursions. Indeed, 1,5-AG has been shown to be correlated with postprandial hyperglycemia in persons with diabetes and HbA1c <7%;75 and to be more strongly correlated with glucose variability as compared to HbA1c, fructosamine or glycated albumin over 2 to 3 days in persons with moderate glycemic control HbA1c <8%).54

For diabetes screening or diagnosis

There is evidence that nontraditional markers of hyperglycemia may help to more accurately identify persons with diabetes. In several studies, fructosamine and glycated albumin had similar performance for the identification of persons with diabetes as compared to either fasting glucose or HbA1c. Furthermore, compared to using either test individually, sensitivity to identify cases of diabetes defined by 2-hour glucose was improved when glycated albumin was used in combination with either fasting glucose or HbA1c.

A large proportion of persons identified as having pre-diabetes do not go onto develop diabetes, highlighting the need for strategies that will accurately identify persons who will progress to overt diabetes. It is possible that fructosamine or glycated albumin may be useful in early identification of high-risk persons. Recent studies have shown that both fructosamine and glycated albumin are associated with future risk of diabetes, independent of fasting glucose and HbA1c. 5-AG has also been associated with future development of diabetes, but observed associations were lower in magnitude as compared to other markers of hyperglycemia and were not present in persons with fasting glucose or HbA1c in the non-diabetic range. Nonetheless, the evidence linking nontraditional biomarkers with future diabetes risk is sparse.

The utility of nontraditional markers in special populations

A focus in the literature has been the potential utility of fructosamine or glycated albumin for monitoring glycemic control in the setting of certain populations where HbA1c is thought to inaccurately reflect glycemia, including severe kidney disease. Recent studies have shown that, compared to HbA1c, glycated albumin is more strongly correlated with glucose in dialysis patients. Fructosamine and glycated albumin may also be useful for the prediction of complications in persons with kidney failure. Indeed, fructosamine and glycated albumin have been both cross-sectionally and prospectively associated with microvascular, macrovascular and all-cause morbidity and mortality in dialysis patients, whereas many studies have reported no association of HbA1c with these outcomes. Nonetheless, despite their associations with clinical outcomes, fructosamine, and glycated albumin may also be limited in this setting, since proteinuria and altered serum protein turnover may affect the interpretation of these tests.
1,5-AG has not been well studied in the setting of chronic kidney disease or dialysis. Because lowered plasma concentrations of 1,5-AG result from accelerated urine excretion due to competitive inhibition of glucose by the renal tubules, 1,5-AG may have a problematic interpretation in the setting of reduced kidney function. 1,5-AG was correlated with fasting glucose and HbA1c in persons with diabetes and mild to moderate CKD, but not in those with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) (stages 4–5 CKD).

There is also evidence to support the use of nontraditional markers of hyperglycemia in persons with other conditions that may decrease the lifespan of red blood cells. Fructosamine and glycated albumin have been shown to better reflect glucose levels in the setting of anemia, autologous blood donations, and HIV, which may all result in artificially low HbA1c. There is also interest in whether fructosamine, glycated albumin, or 1,5-AG testing may play a role in the management of diabetes in patients with liver disease, but evidence for their performance in this setting is inconsistent. Furthermore, during pregnancy, glycated albumin may better reflect average glucose compared to HbA1c, which may be artificially elevated due to iron deficiency. Furthermore, measures of shorter-term glycemia may be especially important in gestational diabetes given the importance of frequent monitoring and strong associations between diabetes control in pregnancy and maternal and fetal outcomes.55,56
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